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Abstract
During the COVID-19 pandemic time, educational institutions have really played 
a good role in imparting online education to students. Their career and academic 
tenure were not affected as contrary to the past pandemics throughout world history. 
All this has been possible through long sessions of classes, quizzes, assignments, 
discussions, chat interactions, and examinations through online video-based learn-
ing using computer interactive measures. The students were privileged to utilize 
digital technologies for longer durations for learning purposes. However, these long 
stretches have adversely affected their body postures, and physical and mental health 
as they majorly remain confined to chairs with restricted levels of physical activities. 
Thus, there is a need to have a model which can act as an insight for parents, doctors 
(pediatricians), and academic policymakers to decide on maximum hours for online 
teaching and related activities during future pandemics. The novel model proposed 
in this work helps to predict the impact of enhanced students’ computer interactions 
on their physical and mental health. The method proposed uses a novel model which 
is advanced and computationally strong. The model follows a two-step methodol-
ogy, where at the first level, a variant of already existing machine learning algorithm 
is proposed and at the next level, it is optimized further using a hybrid bio-inspired 
optimization algorithm. The model consists of proposing a variant of XGBoost 
model (step1 optimization) followed by a hybrid bio-inspired algorithm (step2 opti-
mization). The work considers a humongous dataset with varied age groups of stu-
dents with more than 10 attributes. The proposed model is highly efficient in making 
predictions with 98.07% accuracy level and 98.43% F1-score. The time complexity 
of the model obtained is also of order of “n” where “n” depicts the number of input 
variables. Strong empirical results for other parameters also like specificity (95.63%) 
and sensitivity (96.74%) ascertain the enhanced predictive power generated using 
the proposed model. An extensive comparative study with other machine learning 
models ascertains the elevated accuracy and predictive power using the proposed 
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model. Till now none of the researchers have proposed any such pioneering tool for 
parents, doctors, and academicians using advanced machine learning algorithms.

Keywords COVID-19 · Effect on health · Machine learning · Academia · Students · 
Bio-inspired algorithms · XGBoost model · Heuristic approach

1 Introduction

Past pandemics in the world history brought academia to a complete standstill. 
There were huge academic losses to students in the form of year loss, zero-educa-
tion, delayed admissions, and even no admissions. But the academia industry played 
completely different role during the current pandemics.

“COVID-19”. The sole credit goes to advancement in technologies related to 
human–computer interaction. Students were connected virtually to their schools, 
classrooms, teachers, and most importantly with their peers [30, 36]. The techno-
logical advancements even provided them ways to attempt quizzes, assignments, 
tutorials, etc., both graphically and textually. Even the video-call-based applications 
provide students with the facility to keep their classroom-customized background 
where they can have a complete classroom feel (Shao et al. 2019); [15]. All this lead 
“COVID-19” not hamper the students’ academia irrespective of their age groups. 
The students from class Nursery to class 12 can continue their education. Even the 
higher education aspiring students can take admissions in various institutes through 
online mode [2–4, 7]. The entrances of various national and international level insti-
tutions are held through online mode [33, 40]. In a nutshell, we can say that unlike 
previous pandemics, COVID-19 had not disrupted student education. Though there 
are few exceptions also, as according to UNESCO Institute for Statistics, few coun-
tries worldwide could not cope up with online educational system and thus closed 
the academic setting [35, 49]. But majority of the educational institutions are able 
to continue with the academics but with enhanced computer and other ICT interac-
tion. Thus, it can be concluded that if students, of any age group, want to continue 
their academia, then they are compelled to give longer and longer stretches online. 
Their e-learning or e-education can only be possible if they remain confined to their 
small sized screens of mobiles, laptops, or tabs [28, 39] for long durations. This 
enhanced spending of time online can pose adversely on their physical and men-
tal health [20, 23]. The students’ physical activities and all sort of movements get 
restricted [21, 46]. Because of the pandemic spread fear, they even canmot play out-
side with their peers. Thus, physical movement gets reduced and remaining confined 
to the couches enhances. In such a scenario, it is the moral duty of the nation as a 
whole and parents, teachers in general to balance the e-educational benefits with 
students’ health (Pal &Vanijja, 2017a, 2017b). It solely lies upon the nation build-
ers to decide whether this type of e-learning should be made compulsory in case of 
such serious pandemics or not [31, 53]. In many instances, even the academia could 
not get ample time to arrange e-classroom mode effectively and efficiently so that 
students could be benefited to the maximum extend (Dang et al. 2016, Demaidi et al. 
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2019). Adoption of e-classroom academia setting has resulted in improved outcomes 
in terms of improving students’ knowledge, perception, [8, 27], students’ grasp-
ing power [11, 51], and relieving academia stress (Hoic-Bozic et al. 2009, Hargit-
tai, 2003. But as a responsible nation builder, teacher, principal, parent, we need to 
analyze that remaining couch confined with restricted physical movement for kids 
(who are the future for every nation is also affecting their physical and mental health 
development [9, 44]. This paper is an effort to make nation builders, academia-
related authorities, parents, and doctors aware with the negative effects of e-class-
room education to the students.

Though, a handful of work is available which highlights the shortcomings of the 
e-classroom system where the adverse effect for the students is worked upon. In this 
work, it is shown that continuous stretches of sitting may retard the response time 
of the students, which may also discourage them from participating in class and the 
feeling of loneliness and isolation can also arise. Students may reduce their partici-
pation in various activities being done in the class [20, 22]. Another study high-
lights the requirement of a personalized student feedback system. As we all know 
that, in offline mode of education, the teacher can instantly understand the various 
feedbacks related to students understanding but it is not possible in e-classroom edu-
cation for students [32, 52]. It may also rise the feeling of dejection among the stu-
dents as the field is isolated and lonely [20]. As we know that some of the students 
are so much habitual of interacting among each other in offline mode of education 
and they always try to build their own space among their peers that they feel quite 
isolated and rejected in online mode of education. This may lead to their social sepa-
ration from the peers which may affect their learning and educational growth. They 
may also get physically and mentally disturbed by the isolation faced during online 
classes [46]. Many a times, even the students are not self-motivated to turn up them-
selves happily for the e-classes, they are forced to take the online classes because of 
which many a times they either turn off their cameras or microphones or both. This 
lack of self-motivation is considered as one of the major reasons for the diminishing 
importance of e-classroom education during COVID-19 [24, 29]. Thus, if the policy 
makers make e-classroom concept compulsory, then it may also bring some amount 
of discontent among the illiterate cult of the country. There is no doubt that the 
whole world’s technology has advanced a lot now a days. The major credit goes to 
advancements in the domain of human–computer interaction, but still there are a lot 
many people who are directly or indirectly related to the students like their parents, 
grandparents but are completely unaware of these technologies. In such a scenario, 
students cannot get any techno-academic support from them, and this would also 
raise a feeling of discontent among them. So, there is a dire need of making eve-
rybody technology comfortable in addition to the advancement in technology [46]. 
Some of the studies also reveal that many students are not comfortable in handling 
the technological aspects of computer-based instruments and thus their learning is 
hampered during the e-classroom sessions [1, 41].

Brooks et  al. [14] have highlighted the psychological, physiological mental, and 
physical anxiety among the young learners based on e-classroom compulsory educa-
tion as they are not comfortable in online mode of education and feel that offline mode 
is the only way for them to learn, understand, and grow. In many cases, the overloading 
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of technological advancements has completely shattered their overall health [16, 19]. 
There are a lot many new ICT-based technological advances which just keep the stu-
dents busy, coagulated. Many a times, they go in the anxiety or even depression mode. 
The examples of this could be the audio support, the video support, and various other 
attractive hardware instruments related to the computing technology. In addition to this, 
various applications for assignments tutorials and quizzes also puzzle them as all these 
things are novice for them. They just spend more time in learning, using or even misus-
ing these ICT-based supporting systems [34]. But parents are bound to arrange these 
ICT-based hardware for them as it is the need of the hour during pandemics for e-class-
room to continue smoothly. Many a times because of the over usage of these ICT-based 
technology for e-classroom as well as for other purposes, the students may even get 
bored with them. All this has led to the technological stress among our young learn-
ers who are the future of any country because the e-classroom is made compulsory 
for the students by the national policy makers, parents, and teachers. This is affecting 
their physical as well as mental health. Long stretches of e-classrooms is also affecting 
their body postures, body weight is getting increased, and many other ailments are also 
mushrooming up because of the restricted mobility [26, 43].

If students are compelled to so much technology-related stress, their outcome, 
performance, analyzing power, academics reduce significantly and the very pur-
pose of continuation of education during e-classroom is diminished [12], (Dhir et al. 
2019). During the pandemics, the compulsory continuation of education would be 
fruitful through e-classroom mode if the subjects are benefited to the utmost level. 
Parents are doing their best by arranging all the ICT-based items required for the 
ward to study without any interruption. [50]. But the learning satisfaction along 
with proper physical and mental development would come only if the subjects were 
grasping education not at the cost of their health [54]. The subjects also need to be 
satisfied with the compulsory e-classroom mode and make the most use out of it. 
They should be matured enough not to misuse the ICTs which their parents have 
arranged for education continuation. The compulsory e-classroom mode should 
improve their learning status and at the same time make them more confident and 
contented [13, 50]. But all this should not affect their physical and mental health.

A novel prediction model is proposed using enhanced model of machine learn-
ing, which is optimized at 2 levels, to predict how the long couch stretches during 
e-classroom is affecting their physical and mental health. This research work would 
act as an eye opener for all concerned so that necessary precautions could be taken 
during future pandemics (By the mercy of God, future pandemics should not occur). 
The model is novel in the sense that none of the researchers till now have proposed 
such an accurate and highly efficient prediction model using machine learning with 
two-step optimization.

2  Related work

Though a lot of contribution is made by the researchers to highlight the accomplish-
ments of the e-classroom learning for the benefits of students. A handful of work is 
available which highlights the shortcomings of the e-classroom system where the 
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adverse effects of this mode of education for the students are worked upon. In this 
work, it is shown that continuous stretches of sitting may retard the response time of 
the students, and this may also discourage them from participating in class and the 
feeling of loneliness and isolation can also arise among students and it may reduce 
their participation in various activities being done in the class [20, 22]. Another 
study highlights the requirement of a personalized student feedback system. As we 
all know that in offline mode of education, the teacher can instantly understand the 
various feedbacks related to students understanding but it is not possible in e-class-
room education for students [32, 52]. It may also rise the feeling of dejection among 
the students as the field is isolated and lonely [20]. As we know that some of the stu-
dents are so much habitual of interacting among each other in offline mode of edu-
cation and they always try to build their own space among their peers that they feel 
quite isolated and rejected in online mode of education. This may lead to their social 
separation from the peers which may affect their learning and educational growth. 
They may also get physically and mentally disturbed by the isolation faced during 
online classes [46]. Many a times even the students are not self-motivated to turn 
up themselves happily for the e-classes, they are forced to take the online classes 
because of which many a times they either turn off their cameras or microphones 
or both. This lack of self-motivation is considered as one of the major reasons for 
the diminishing importance of e-classroom education during COVID-19. [24, 29]. 
Thus, if the policy makers make e-classroom concept compulsory, then it may also 
bring some amount of discontent among the illiterate cult of the country. There is no 
doubt that the whole world’s technology has advanced a lot now a days. The major 
credit goes to advancements in the domain of human–computer interaction, but still 
there are a lot many people who are directly or indirectly related to the students 
like their parents, grandparents but are completely unaware of these technologies. 
In such a scenario, students cannot get any techno-academic support from them, and 
this would also raise a feeling of discontent among them. So, there is a dire need of 
making everybody technology comfortable in addition to the advancement in tech-
nology [46]. Some of the studies also reveal that many students are not comfortable 
in handling the technological aspects of computer-based instruments and thus their 
learning is hampered during the e-classroom sessions [1, 41].

Brooks et al. [14] have highlighted the psychological, physiological mental, and 
physical anxiety among the young learners based on e-classroom compulsory edu-
cation as they are not comfortable in online mode of education and feel that offline 
mode is the only way for them to learn, understand, and grow. In many cases, the 
overloading of technological advancements has completely shattered their overall 
health [16, 19]. There are a lot many new ICT-based technological advances which 
just keep the students busy, coagulated. Many a times they go in the anxiety or even 
depression mode. The examples of this could be the audio support, the video sup-
port, and various other attractive hardware instruments related to the computing 
technology. In addition to this, various applications for assignments tutorials and 
quizzes also puzzle them as all these things are novice for them. They just spend 
more time in learning, using or even misusing these ICT-based supporting systems 
[34]. But parents are bound to arrange these ICT-based hardware for them as it is 
the need of the hour during pandemics for e-classroom to continue smoothly. Many 
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a times because of the over usage of these ICT-based technology for e-classroom 
as well as for other purposes, the students may even get bored with them. All this 
has led to the technological stress among our young learners who are the future of 
any country because the e-classroom is made compulsory for the students by the 
national policy makers, parents, and teachers. This is affecting their physical as well 
as mental health. Long stretches of e-classrooms are also affecting their body pos-
tures, body weight is getting increased, and many other ailments are also mushroom-
ing up because of the restricted mobility [26, 43].

All the work which has been done till now is summarized as below in Table 1.
If students are compelled to so much technology-related stress, their outcome, 

performance, analyzing power, and academics reduce significantly and the very pur-
pose of continuation of education during e-classroom is diminished [12], (Dhir et al. 
2019). During the pandemics, the compulsory continuation of education would be 
fruitful through e-classroom mode if the subjects are benefited to the utmost level. 
Parents are doing their best by arranging all the ICT-based items required for the 
ward to study without any interruption. [50]. But the learning satisfaction along 
with proper physical and mental development would come only if the subjects were 
grasping education not at the cost of their health [54]. The subjects also need to be 
satisfied with the compulsory e-classroom mode and make the most use out of it. 
They should be matured enough not to misuse the ICTs which their parents have 
arranged for education continuation. The compulsory e-classroom mode should 
improve their learning status and at the same time make them more confident and 
contented [13, 50]. But all this should not affect their physical and mental health.

2.1  Gaps in the Existing Work

As is evident quite clearly from the work which has been done till now on the 
adverse effects of COVID-19 pandemics on the health of students of all groups, 
almost all the studies revolved around theoretical concepts. The studies done in 
this domain are majorly revolving around proposing a set of strategies that could be 
implemented. The actual implementation in the form of tool, technique is missing. 
There is no empirical study to mitigate the adverse effects of enhanced ICT tools 
usage for budding students who are the future of any country. The progress of any 
country and its international place are decided by how well the young blooming gen-
eration are raised up in which their health plays a crucial role. All the work is based 
on researchers’ illustrations based on adverse online learning effects on both physi-
cal and mental health of the students. There is no tool available based on empirical 
studies which can support the claims and/or suggest ways to deal with such type of 
situations in the near future. It is imperative for the countries to have such a tool 
which can deal with the future pandemics. This research work is a solution to the 
problems in dealing with the future pandemics. Forcing students and making e-edu-
cation compulsory with stretched ICT usage has a lot many implications. The main 
gaps which are existing in the studies done by researchers till now are summarized 
as below. In the next section, we will discuss how this research work is able to fill 
the gaps which are existing in current studies.
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1. All studies are based on suggestions and findings.
2. Unavailability of empirical evidence available behind previous findings.
3. Unavailability of dataset being used in previous studies.
4. Unavailability of a precise and accurate tool or model which can predict the side 

effects of excessive usage of ICTs on students.
5. Unavailability of an automated feedback-based tool which can help combat the 

situation during future pandemics.

Table 1  Work done till date

Work Central idea of the work

[20] Discussed regarding continuous stretches of sitting may retard the response time of the 
students and this may also discourage students from participating in class and the feeling 
of loneliness and isolation can also arise

[22] Highlighted the side effects of continuous stretches of sitting which may reduce the aca-
demic response time of the students as if they are not physically fit, they cannot remain 
mentally fit also

[32, 52] Highlighted the requirement of a personalized student feedback system as in offline mode 
of education, the teacher can instantly understand the various feedbacks related to stu-
dents understanding but it is not possible in e-classroom education for students

[20] Emphasized on the feeling of loneliness and isolation can also arise among young learners 
during online classes

[46] Concluded that the social separation of students from their peers may affect their learning 
and educational growth. They may also get physically and mentally disturbed by the 
isolation faced during online classes

[1, 41] Studies reveal that many students are not comfortable in handling the technological aspects 
of computer-based instruments, and thus their learning is hampered during the e-class-
room sessions

[14] Highlighted the psychological, physiological mental, and physical anxiety among the 
young learners based on e-classroom compulsory education as they are not comfortable 
in online mode of education and feel that offline mode is the only way for them to learn, 
understand, and grow

[16, 19] Revealed that in many cases, the overloading of technological advancements has com-
pletely shattered students’ overall health as there are a lot many new ICT-based techno-
logical advances which just keep the students busy and coagulated. Many a times they go 
in the anxiety or even depression mode

[26, 43] Claimed that long stretches of e-classrooms are also affecting their body postures, body 
weight is getting increased, and many other ailments are also mushrooming up because of 
the restricted mobility

[12], Dhir 
et al. 
(2019)

Concluded that if students are compelled to use extensive technology then their stress 
outcome, performance, analyzing power, and academics reduce significantly and the very 
purpose of continuation of education during e-classroom is diminished

[54] Claimed that the learning satisfaction along with proper physical and mental development 
would come only if the subjects were grasping education not at the cost of their health

[13, 50] Highlighted that the subjects need to be satisfied with the compulsory e-classroom mode 
and make the most use out of it. They should be matured enough not to misuse the ICTs 
which their parents have arranged for education continuation. The compulsory e-class-
room mode should improve their learning status and at the same time make them more 
confident and contented. But all this should not affect their physical and mental health
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6. Unavailability of an insight for policy makers which can fix the maximum timings 
for e-education so that students’ health is also not affected.

2.2  Main Findings, Implications, and Contributions of the Present Study

In this research work, a novel model is proposed to predict the aftereffects of long 
couch stretches during e-classrooms on the physical and mental health of the stu-
dents. A variant which is highly accurate and computationally stronger than the 
already existing machine learning algorithm is used for this work in the first step of 
optimization. To improve the predictive efficiencies further, the model is optimized 
at the second step also using a hybridized bio-inspired algorithm. This research work 
would act as an eye opener for all concerned so that necessary precautions could be 
taken during future pandemics. The model is novel in the sense that none of the 
researchers till now have proposed such an accurate and highly efficient predictive 
model using two-step optimization techniques. The main findings and contributions 
of this work are summarized as below:

1. A novel two-step optimization-based tool to predict the side effects of excessive 
usage of ICTs on students.

2. Highly accurate and efficient two-step-based model optimized model with strong 
empirical support.

3. Usage of a humongous data set to obtain unbiased results.
4. Proposal and usage of an enhanced variant of a highly computationally strong 

machine learning model to obtain highly accurate results by the end of step 1.
5. Proposal and usage of a hybridized bio-inspired optimization algorithm to 

improve the results further by the end of step 2.
6. First work of its type which can act as an insight to deal with future pandemics.
7. Would help countries worldwide to take preventive measures to help us combat 

with the future pandemics.
8. Would act as an insight for the policy makers to define and limit e-education dura-

tion for young blooming kids to maintain a perfect balance between their health 
and education.

3  Statutory E‑classroom During Pandemic

If we analyze the situation of current pandemic COVID-19 with the other pandemics 
in the world history ages back, then we see that the previous ones have led to zero 
academic years. The students were unable to continue their academia, their learning 
outcomes and academic excellence learning growth were all diminished. The major 
credit goes to the technological advancements that the parents of current pandem-
ics can continue with the education of their wards with full support. But as see that 
the enhanced inclination and usage toward the e-classroom-related ICTs have led to 
elevated physical and mental stress among the subjects. So, parents are also bound 
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to keep e-classroom continue with full support for their children, otherwise they will 
not be able to cope up with the academia with their peers.

3.1  Helpless Parents: Fight for Academia Existence and Success in Education

For the pandemic parents, the term “academic excellence” is not subtle. All the par-
ents want their kids to excel in academia, be it at the cost of their own comfort. 
The parents prefer to arrange all the ICT tools and technology for their wards so 
that their education is not hindered and hampered during the pandemics time like 
COVID-19. None of the parents want their kids to not perform good in education 
during the pandemics. Though it is a big challenge for the home-restricted parents 
as well as their wards when the salaries of parents also get reduced or even zero in 
many cases. But it is the demand of the schools, colleges, and various higher educa-
tional institutions that academia should continue. Many times, the students are also 
overburdened due to the home isolation and confiscation restrictions, that the pres-
sure among students during online classes is added on as compared to the offline 
one. One major reason for this is the “documentation” to ascertain various proofs 
which every school, college, and education imparting institution wants to keep as 
perfect during e-classroom education impartment mode. The pressure is more on the 
students to document everything regarding assignments, tutorials, deadline-based 
CBA sheets that it elevates the stress among the young learners. They start feeling 
that online classes’ mode of education is enhancing their stress levels.

3.2  Elevate Learning Satisfaction and Learning Performance

All the parents, teachers, and the students themselves want to elevate their learning 
experience and performances during the e-classroom scenario. Because there is a lot 
of competition among the students now a days, everybody wants to excel in academ-
ics. Also, the parents and teachers want every student to be equivalent in academ-
ics and to excel in all the activities. The whole pressure comes to the physical and 
mental well-being of the students where a lot of expectations are on their way and it 
depends upon them whether they are able to fulfill all the types of requirements or 
not. Many cases have been seen during the pandemics where students were highly 
stressed out and they lost their efficiency of working as compared to offline classes’ 
mode just because of the fear of gaining excellence in academic sphere.

3.3  Digital Inequalities

It is a bitter fact that money brings us closer to the digital world as the more money 
we have, the better is our affordability to explore, purchase, and use various dig-
ital technologies. A very dark side of e-classroom education is the availability of 
digital technology-based ICT tools to only few students who can afford it. There 
are many students who cannot afford each type of e-classroom-based ICT technol-
ogy, be it a hardware or a software. This all brings a level of dissatisfaction among 
the non-afforders and it leads to a competitive sort of feeling among the students 
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who were treated equally during the offline classes. There is no such disparity in 
the offline classes based on the various modes of digital technologies. All this adds 
on to stress regarding the physical and mental health of the students and, of course, 
it hampers their learning chances also. The better the internet connection, the bet-
ter various other modes of tools attached with the laptops or the mobiles, the better 
would be the grasping power of the students. There are more chances of enhance-
ment in learning and understanding if we have better digital technology supporting 
tools which are no-doubted expensive. This e-classroom scenario has led us to think 
about the side effects of economic disparity among the students’ parents.

3.4  Technology Savvy and Non‑savvy Parents

Although parents try to do their best to provide uninterrupted e-education-based 
ICT tools to their kids, many a times the technology savviness of the parents also 
hampers the uninterrupted e-classroom continuation of the students. All the parents 
are not very much comfortable with the new tools and technologies related to both 
hardware and software and it impacts the e-classroom continuation of their wards 
with respect to efficiency. The parents either try to gain techno knowledge from their 
colleagues or the students are completely deprived of the usage of new tools and 
technologies. But there is no such hindrance in the way of students learning if we 
talk about the offline mode of education. This also brings a sort of dissatisfaction 
among the students.

3.5  Bad Sitting Postures

The need of education through e-classroom demands the prolonged sitting of stu-
dents at one position because that is the only way through which they can grasp the 
learning concepts, attempt assignments, quizzes, and tutorials. All this is affecting 
the body postures of the young budding students who are the future of any country 
to a great extent. There spinal cords are also getting aligned to the same position 
which is affecting their physical health and once the physical health is affected it 
also affects the mental health. Students are developing lot many ailments, injuries 
related to their backbone muscles and tissues. This is their age when they must be 
physically fit and fully energetic health wise to do their studies in an interrupted way 
but because of the bad postures and prolonged sittings during e-classrooms, they are 
unable to cope up with this in many situations. The nation builders need to device 
the methodologies through which the education during the future pandemics is not 
hampered as well as their sitting positions are also proper.

3.6  Semi‑laid and Fully Laid Postures Which Highly Stresses Eyes and Headaches

The continuation of education throughout the pandemics is also affecting the back-
bone and the whole-body posture of the students. Students, getting in the comfort 
zone, many times do not sit on the table and the chair mode rather they prefer to sit 
on couches, or beds in a semi-laid or fully laid positions. All this effects their eyes as 
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well as their whole-body postures. There are even seen fewer symptoms of cervical 
spondylitis and other spine related diseases. Even their eye sights are also getting 
affected because of all this. But they are bound to continue their education through 
e-classroom mode during the pandemics. The solution to this can be the strict adher-
ence to the table and chair mode by the parents so that the students’ postures are not 
getting affected. They also develop severe headaches because of wrong postures and 
eyesight-related issues.

3.7  Low Mobility Signs: Indigestion Issues

As the mobility of the students is getting restricted, they cannot go out and roam 
much frequently during the pandemics. They are restricted completely to their 
homes, so their body movements become reduced. In such a scenario, digestion of 
food is a big problem among the young as well as the little students. Whatever they 
eat is not digested properly as kids are also habitual of playing a lot but during pan-
demics, their all-physical movements are restricted. In such a scenario, their physi-
cal health is affected a lot and they can develop various major elements also if their 
food is not digested properly if it is for long durations and for recurrent pandemics. 
But because of the compulsory e-education scenario during pandemics, the students 
are bound to go for such a mode of education. This scenario was not there during the 
offline classes as when a student goes to school in morning, he gets up early, dresses 
himself, moves to his stop to board the bus or goes on foot to the school. So, a lot 
of physical activity is involved which is completely restricted during the pandemic 
time. So, their body which is tuned to digestion only after a heavy physical work is 
changed completely and indigestion-related issues start mushrooming.

4  Research Methodology

In this section, we discuss the methodology adopted to propose the novel model 
used in this research work. An enhanced and highly efficient variant of an already 
existing algorithm of machine learning called XGBoost is proposed and then used 
for this work at first step of optimization. It is optimized further to improve the pre-
dictive efficiencies by proposing and then using a hybridized bio-inspired algorithm. 
XGBoost being a computationally strong machine learning model requires a very 
high RAM, CPU, and GPU to run. Though, it takes some time to learn the fea-
ture variables through the training data and then make predictions on the test data. 
Hence, we use it only when all the other lightweight (requiring less RAM, CPU, and 
GPU) prediction models fail. The methodology used in this research work is shown 
in Fig. 1, with all the intermediate steps. First, the data of students are collected and 
arranged in the form of a dataset. Then these data are pre-processed to deal with 
missing values, outliers, and duplicate records. The data are also checked for imbal-
ance problem and are balanced if they have vast differences in the number of values 
in the two classes. In such a scenario, the class with greater number of data values is 
called the majority class and the one having lesser number of attributes is called the 
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minority class. It is followed by application of the proposed model which involves 
optimization at 2 levels.

This is then followed by generating the predictive results and then comparing 
the obtained values with the already existing models. Here, we tried to apply vari-
ous other models like Random Forest, etc., but none of them is yielding satisfactory 
results. So, we proposed and then adopted the enhanced version of XGBoost model 
in the research work. A comparative analysis is also shown in Sect. 4 to ascertain the 
effectiveness of this model over other machine learning models. The comparative 
study also involves results of execution of the proposed model on various other data-
sets in addition to the COVID-19 student dataset.

4.1  Data Collection and Procedure

The data are taken from a vast dataset comprising 1182 students, all belonging to 
the academia in and around Delhi-NCR and from varied age groups. The vast set 
of data are analyzed to remove the impurities in the form of redundancies, missing 
values, dealing with imbalanced data values. A lot of machine learning researchers 
are working on the ways to find solutions for missing values. The best way found till 
now which does not affect the data much is to replace the values with their medi-
ans. This strategy is adopted by us also in this research work. If we see the descrip-
tive statistics from Fig.  2 and Table  2 for the dataset, we realize that it is highly 
imbalanced. Another major problem is of data imbalance. One class contains pro-
portionally higher values as compared to other class or classes. The artificial data 
points are synthesized or manufactured in the dataset by applying an oversampling 
technique. Generally, in classification problems such as this one, the data are highly 
imbalanced. In such a scenario of highly imbalanced data, the number of data points 
for one class is very high compared to another class. The class having the greatest 
number of data points is called the majority class whereas the class having the least 
number of data points is called the minority class. Al-Asadi and Tasdemír [5, 6] 

Covid-19 
student Dataset 

Trea�ng missing 
values  

Trea�ng outliers

Trea�ng 
imbalanced data

Data pre-
processing 

  Apply 
proposed 
model. 

Propose variant of 
XGBoost 

Apply variant of 
XGBoost 

Apply 
op�miza�on 
technique 

Step1

Proposed 2-step 
Novel Model 

Make Predic�ons 

Step2 

     Generate Results 

Compare Results 

Fig. 1  Proposed methodology
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The major problem with imbalanced data is that a prediction model will always be 
biased in favor of the majority class in making predictions.

An oversampling technique synthesizes the artificial data points for the minor-
ity class data to balance a highly imbalanced dataset. An oversampling technique is 

Fig. 2  Majority and minority 
lasses (imbalanced dataset)

Table 2  Descriptive statistics ( COVID-19 student dataset)

Age of 
subject

Time spent 
on online 
class

Time spent 
on self-
study

Time 
spent on 
fitness

Time spent 
on online 
sleep

Time spent 
on social 
media

Number of 
meals per 
day

Count 1182 1182 1182 1182 1182 1182 1182
Mean 20.17 3.21 2.91 0.77 7.87 2.37 2.92
Std 5.52 2.10 2.14 0.72 1.62 1.77 0.83
Min 7.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 1.00
Max 59.00 10.00 18.00 5.00 15.00 10.00 8.00
25% 17 2 2 0 7 1 2
50% 20 3 2 1 8 2 3
75% 21 5 4 1 9 3 3
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required to remove the bias in favor of the majority class in a dataset. Hence, using 
an oversampling technique, we can artificially synthesize the minority class data in a 
training dataset so that both the classes have equal representation in the dataset. The 
oversampling technique is applied only to the training dataset. It is never applied to 
the test dataset.

Table 2 illustrates the descriptive statistics of the data, oversampling technique is 
applied only to the training COVID-19 student dataset. It is never applied to the test 
COVID-19 student dataset.

Here the 25%, 50%, and 75% are the quartile values which are called first, second, 
and third quartiles, respectively. The second quartile, i.e., 50% is the median value 
which divides the data series into 2 halves. Now, 25% quartile depicts the median 
value of the first half of the series and the 75% depicts the median value for the sec-
ond half of the series. As one can infer from Table 2 that the data are imbalanced, 
we need to balance it using suitable techniques. If we see the outliers in the age of 
students, it is also remarkable. There is also a lot of variation in the time spent by 
students in online classes as well as for self-study mode. Table 2 also reveals that 
some of the students are very keen for physical activities during lockdown and have 
changed their habits, while some are still sluggish and prefer to remain confined to 
their “couches”. Some of the data such as the subjects’ age is distributed uniformly 
among all age groups (Fig. 3). The time which students have spent on online classes 
is of varied range (Fig. 4). 

As we observe from Fig.  4 above, there are lot many outliers available in the 
COVID-19 student dataset. Also, the modes for taking online classes are also dif-
ferent—around 40%–40% opted for laptop/desktop and smartphones, respectively. 
Overall 5% opted for only tablet mode to attend online classes.

4.2  Treating the Missing Values

The data first need to be pre-processed to remove the impurities in the form of 
redundancies, missing values, dealing with imbalanced data values. A lot of machine 
learning researchers are working on the ways to find solutions for missing values. 
The best way found till now which does not affect the data much is to replace the 
values with their medians. This strategy is adopted by us also in this research work. 

Fig. 3  Data balancing after over-sampling
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First, we need to ascertain that the data contain missing values. The missing values 
are generally reported as NaN values. We can find the rows or columns containing 
the NaN values using either the isnull() or the isna() function. They both return True 
for the NaN (or null or missing) values. If we check the missing values using Fig, 
we observe that only 2 columns named “Rating of Online Class experience” and 
“Medium for online class” contain 24 and 51 missing values, respectively.

Since these two columns are non-numeric, it is not possible to convert them to 
median values. So, we replaced them with the majority values at respective columns 
(Fig. 5).

4.3  Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE)

Recursive feature elimination (RFE) is a feature selection (or elimination) method 
that fits a model and removes the weakest feature (or features) which are not of more 
importance for us. Here, one first needs to decide the number of features he wants 
to select to build the model. Then one can validate his choice of number of fea-
tures and increase or decrease them (if required). Features are ranked by the model’s 
significantly important attributes, and by recursively eliminating a small number of 
features per loop, RFE attempts to eliminate dependencies and collinearity that may 
exist in a machine learning model. RFE requires a specified number of features to 
keep; however, it is often not known in advance how many features are valid. In 
this work, we have selected the best 10 features out of the highly correlated features 
that are stored in the dictionary. After applying RFE to our model, we are able to 
eliminate the least significant attributes “Number of meals per day” and “Time spent 
on social media” for the COVID-19 student dataset by following repetitive iterative 
cycles. Thus, we are subsequently selecting the important attributes “Age of Sub-
ject”, “Time spent on Online Class”, “Time spent on self-study’, “Time spent on 
fitness”, “Time spent on Online sleep” and “Number of meals per day”.

Fig. 4  Outliers in COVID-19 student dataset a: age of subject; b: time (self-study) C: time (social media)
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4.4  Oversampling for Classification Problems—SMOTE

There are 3 different methods to synthesize the artificial data points for a classifica-
tion problem. They are random oversampling, SMOTE, ADASYN. We have applied 
the SMOTE method to synthesize the artificial data points in the training dataset. 
The term SMOTE stands for Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling Technique. The 
SMOTE method is the easiest one to understand and here in this work, it proves to 
be better than other methods [10, 17, 18]. As our data are imbalanced, we have used 
SMOTE for balancing our data across all the classes. Those data values are used to 
train different models for prediction. As is evident from Fig. 6, SMOTE works as 
follows:

1. A random data point or an instance from the minority class (a green circle) is first 
chosen.

2. Then the nearest neighbors for that instance are found (usually 5 neighbors)
3. One of the neighbors of that instance is randomly chosen and an artificial data 

point (red circle) is generated between that neighbor and the instance.
4. This process keeps on repeating to create the required number of synthetic data 

points for the minority class.

5  Implementation Details Using the Two‑Step Model

The work proposes a novel model which functions at two levels. At the first level, 
an enhanced variant of XGBoost algorithm is proposed. At the second level, this 
variant is optimized further using a bio-inspired algorithm. Thus, the efficiency of 
the proposed model is improved at both the levels. In this way, we are able to obtain 
a highly efficient and accurate model at the end of both the levels. Both the levels 

Fig. 5  Missing data values
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enhance the predictive accuracies to a great extent, thus obtaining a highly efficient 
and accurate model at the end of the two steps of the proposed model. Both the lev-
els with the algorithms being used are explained below:

5.1  Step 1 Optimization: Using Variant of XGBoost Model

The original XGBoost algorithm is quite computationally strong and is expected 
to yield much better predictive results as compared to its counterparts. But since 
it deals with a lot many parametric quantities, so adjusting all these parame-
ters together for the model has always been a challenge among the researcher 
community. The overall time consumed increases; thus, the predictive power 
is affected by enhanced time duration. The efficiency may also get affected in 
adjusting a large number of parameters. Thus, there has always been a need to 
improve the model to provide best results. Many works have been proposed to 
combat with this situation by the researchers and improve the already improved 
model to have best combination of results [25]. The improvement methods 
are being suggested by incorporating grid search, parametric optimizations, 
hyperparametric optimizations (Bayesian based), and cross-validation-based 
techniques. But none of them are able to enhance the existing shortcomings 
significantly. Thus, to improve the XGBoost algorithm further, we propose to 
hybridize it with “Differential Evolution method”. It is an evolutionary algo-
rithm which uses the probability model to relate the COVID-19 student data-
set values directly with its output results. The objectivity function of the algo-
rithm is linked with its labeled attributes by “n” number of folds per process. 
The parameters are hybridized further into various sub-parameters to obtain 
the optimal parameters at every step. Probability function is applied at every 
level to ascertain the validity of various step-wise results. It is a novel concept 
which is proposed and used by us as the results being generated are enhancing 
the predictive accuracy and reducing the prediction time of the model. Thus, it 
is being used in step 1 as the first level of optimization. The objectivity func-
tion is applied in such a way that it can quantify the values so as to generalize 
the model for any ML algorithm and any COVID-19 student dataset with the 

Fig. 6  Resampled COVID-19 student dataset
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sole aim of enhancing the predictive accuracies. The Gaussian functionality is 
adopted to distribute hypothesis related to process which is followed by acquisi-
tion process for determining the frontal points which need evaluation as they are 
encountered iteratively during the whole cycle.

5.1.1  Proposed Variant of XGBoost Algorithm

The Gaussian functionality is adopted to distribute hypothesis related to process 
which is followed by acquisition process for determining the frontal points which 
need evaluation as they are encountered iteratively during the whole cycle.

The Gaussian function is depicted and discussed as below:

Here me(z) depicts the mean functionality value, Q(z1, z2) depicts the mean 
squared error functionality. Assuming that we have a dataset having “t” values in 
train dataset. The Gaussian distribution for this scenario is done assuming that all 
the samples to be trained belong to the distribution functionality. To obtain the tar-
get attributes, Gaussian function builds covariance matrix and obtains a fresh addi-
tional dimension distribution iteratively in every level. In the iteration process of 
XGBoost algorithm, Bayesian optimization uses the acquisition function to obtain 
the global optimal solution of the algorithm. First, the unidentified points are evalu-
ated to avoid the local optimal solution. Second, the global optimal solution can be 
obtained using multiple acquisition near the current solution. By maximizing the 
acquisition function, the next point to be evaluated can be selected, thus reducing 
the total number of iterations, and improving the efficiency of the algorithm. On the 
basis of Bayesian optimization method, the proposed algorithm finds out the opti-
mal attributes. In this way, the improved variant of XGBoost model continuously 
trains itself using the Bayesian-based optimized methodology. Gaussian method 
distributes iterations over the original XGBoost method, giving birth to its variant, 
thus enhancing its predictive capabilities. During iterative processing, best attributes 
based on topmost scores are selected iteratively, thus providing the XGBoost model 
having maximum score value. Thus, Bayesian optimization enhances predictive effi-
ciency and accuracy of the model. The algorithm (algorithm1) works as follows:

1. Initialize all data points according to the output values and construct the database 
Q′

(
x′, y′

)
.

2. Construct the regression model using Gaussian method for the database Q′
(
x′, y′

)
.

3. Apply accession function for obtaining subsequent accession points as 
(
x
�

+ 1
)
.

4. Perform evaluation based on 
(
x
�

+ 1
)
andkeeponaddingpoints

{(
x
�

+ 1
)
,
(
y
�

+ 1
)}

 
to the database Q′

(
x′, y′

)
 and thus build a fresh database in every iteration.

5. Finally, obtain optimized results.

(1)f (z)∶ ∶ FP(me(z),Q(z1, z2))

(2)Q(z1, z2) = exp
(
−
1

2
(|z1 − z2|pow2)

)
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5.2  Step 2 Optimization: Using Bio‑inspired Algorithm

Most of the techniques employed to optimize the weighted measure in the previous 
research performed by various researchers revolve around improving the XGBoost 
model by applying various improvement techniques to it. None of the researchers 
have adopted a highly efficient heuristic-based whale optimization algorithm with 
elevated optimized values. To enhance the performance of the measure to propose 
the variant of the specified model, the traditional whale optimization algorithm is 
implanted with Hill-climbing algorithm. This implantation helps in exploiting the 
advantageous domains of both the concepts by switching between them as per the 
requirements. We work on two vector operators Χ and Ε (one from each algorithm), 
to discover new areas near each whale to explore and exploit the best prey catch-
ing possibility domains. As the Hill climbing works well with local search, so its 
vector variable will be used during the process to search for the most optimal local 
and another variable will continue searching till the end. This also helps in avoiding 
the early convergence problem, thus allowing the implanted algorithm to continue 
exploring and exploiting all the possible combinations. Using the Hill-climbing con-
cept, the superior most value for forward and/or backward movement is obtained, 
thus eliminating the inferior ones. The proposed implantation algorithm is applied 
on various datasets which confirm its enhanced optimization ∈.

Optimization Algorithm. The hunting methodology of whales is used for the for-
mulation of whale optimization algorithm. Whales use the bubble-net methodology 
comprising flinching, neighboring, and updating spiral positions to catch their preys 
successfully without fail. Whales neighbor their prey by constantly moving in the 
most optimized direction. Local search parametric value using Hill climbing for the 
proposed variant of whale algorithm helps them to find the best values to surround 
the prey. Now the second controlling vector helps in controlling the exact attacking 
position. During the complete attacking position, a controlling vector attribute ca is 
constantly decreased, thus helping in catching the prey without miss. This control-
ling vector lies in the range [−ca, ca] . The exploitation level starts with capricious 
points p =

(
p1, p2,… pn

)
 where n is the total number of capricious points. Two 

vectorized parametric values Χ and Ε are taken to find the direction to search for 
fresh prey and guarantee local search optima for current prey. The optimal parameter 
“q” choosing nearest point “p” is represented as pi = pi + − B (0, 1) * bandwidth, i 
∈ [1, 2,… , n] . The implantation of Hill climbing with whale optimization algorithm 
enriches the exploration and enhances the shifting between the two as and when 
required to optimize the two vector variables. These variables apply on every whale 
to explore new areas in the vicinity of whales for exploitation and exploration pur-
pose. Following this, it helps whales in retaining the superior most downhill values, 
thus neglecting the inferior ones. In this manner, the two vectorized operators help 
in renewing the spatial position, thus finally reaching to the optimized solution. The 
algorithm for the implanted modified whale optimization algorithm (M’WOA) is 
discussed as below:

Algorithm to compute the modified whale optimization algorithm (M’WOA).
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6  Data Analysis and Results: Evaluating the Proposed Model

The data from the COVID-19 student dataset is split into training and test dataset. 
Around 67% values are assigned to training dataset and remaining 33% to test data-
set. A highly efficient algorithm of machine learning is proposed which is optimized 
at 2 steps, In the first step, a variant of already existing XGBoost is proposed and 
used for this purpose and in step 2, a bio-inspired algorithm which is being hybrid-
ized with another heuristic technique is proposed. Thus, the proposed model in this 
research work handles optimization at two steps, thus enhancing the predictive accu-
racy and efficiency of the model to a great extent. XGBoost being a computation-
ally strong machine learning model, requires a very high RAM, CPU, and GPU to 
run. It takes some time to learn the feature variables through the training data and 
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then make predictions on the test data. Hence, its usage is preferred only if all the 
other lightweight (requiring less RAM, CPU, and GPU) prediction models do not 
generate satisfactory results. Here, we tried to apply various other models like Ran-
dom Forest, etc., but none of them is yielding satisfactory results. So, we adopted 
the XGBoost model in our proposed methodology. A comparative analysis is also 
shown in Sect. 4 to ascertain the effectiveness of this model over others. From the 
prediction of the model, we observe that the values fit into the XGBoost model as 
depicted by Fig. 7.

From Fig. 7 we evaluate the values predicted using our model. Here we have a 
multi-classification model using values 0,1,2 which signify the health conditions 
during the pandemics as stressed, relaxed, or neutral. The above Fig. 7 can also be 
converted into a matrix form. All these data are highly important to evaluate the per-
formance of the model. As is established empirically that the parametric values like 
accuracy of the model comes out to be 98.07%. Also, we notice that the sensitivity, 
specificity, and F1-score have attained values 96.74%, 95.63%, 98.43%, respectively, 
which ascertain the high predictive performance of our model on the basis of these 
parameters. This higher predictive parameters results achievement using our model, 
as compared to the other models used in literature till now, is possible only using 
the novel approach suggested in this research paper. All these parameters are dis-
cussed in detail in the following section. The empirical results are also established 
IN Table 3.

6.1  Statistical‑Based Evaluative Measures

The various statistical measures which are used to evaluate the proposed model are 
based on major 4 values, truly_productive, falsely_productive, truly_non_produc-
tive, and falsely_non_productive. Truly_productive refers to the number of circum-
stances which are present in the test data set and are also being discovered positively. 
Falsely_productive refers to the number of circumstances which are not present and 

Fig. 7  Predicted values
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are discovered positively. Similarly, Truly_non_productive implies to those cir-
cumstances which are present in test dataset but are being discovered negatively. 
Falsely_non_productive refers to those circumstances which are neither present nor 
discovered positively, i.e., they are discovered negatively. The influential statistical 
evaluative measures named accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, F1-score, productively 
predicted values, and non-productively predicted values which are based on above 
four values.

6.1.1  Sensitivity (Recall)

The sensitivity for any outcome refers to its ability of classifying samples which 
depict a particular condition. It measures the extent to which truly productive values 
are identified. Sensitivity is also termed as recall, hit rate, or truly productive rate. It 
is equivalent to the proportion of truly productive from the set of all those having the 
conditions (truly productives and falsely non-productives).

Sensitivity = Truly_productive / (Truly_productive + Falsely_non_produc-
tive) = Probability of correctly predicting the values.

6.1.2  Specificity

Specificity identifies how perfectly prediction system picks truly non-productives. 
It is also termed as selectivity or truly non-productive rate, which refers to percent-
age of truly non-productive values from the bunch of all those values which do not 
possess any circumstance. Sensitivity and specificity terms were propounded by US-
based American bio-statistics J. Yerushalmy in year 1947.

Specificity = Truly_non_productive / (Falsely_productive + Truly_non_productive).

6.1.3  Productively_Predicted Values and Non_Productively_Predicted Values

Non-Productively_Predicted Values = Truly_non_productive / 
(Falsely_non_productive + Truly_non_productive).

6.1.4  Accuracy

It measures the fraction of flawlessly predicted values to the total count of values 
against whom the predictions are made. It refers to the flawless rate of predictions. 

Table 3  Empirical results using proposed model (after 2-step optimization)

Base model Specificity (%) Sensitivity
(%)

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

Accuracy
(%)± SD

F1-score
(%)

Proposed model 95.63 96.74 97.77 96.34 98.07 ± 0.02 98.43
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For a particular dataset, accuracy is quantity of correct or precise predictive count 
over total count for samples of complete data set.

Accuracy = Truly_productive + Truly_non_productive / (Truly_produc-
tive + Falsely_productive + Truly_non_productive + Falsely_non_productive).

6.1.5  F1‑Score

The F1-score (F score/F measure) is an evaluation of the model’s ability to predict 
the values which match accurately. It refers to the balance between the precision and 
recall values as it depicts the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. Our 
desire for a good prediction model is to have higher F1-score which can be achieved 
by higher values of both precision and recall. F1-score emphasizes on improving 
both precision and recall for better prediction results.

It is calculated as 2*((precision*recall)/ (precision + recall)).

7  Research Implications and Explanation of Findings

From the results in Table 3 and their diagrammatic representation in Fig. 8, one can 
conclude that the proposed model is highly accurate and efficient with enhanced pre-
dictive power. This research study is able to empirically establish and evaluate a pre-
diction model with high predictive efficiency. The proposed model is highly accurate 
with 98.07% accuracy level with 0.02 value of standard deviation, which ascertains 
the acceptability of the proposed model in this research work. Three other machine 
learning models Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine, and Random Forest model 
were also deployed on the same dataset and the results are shown in Tables  3,4 
and Fig.  8. We have been able to obtain the highest value of the most important 
parameter accuracy with least value of standard deviation using the proposed model 
as contrary to the other models which are generating 72.83% (with 6.09 value of 
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Fig. 8  Comparison of parameters using various models
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standard_deviation), 83.33% (with 4.62 value of standard_deviation) and 95% (with 
1.97 value of standard_deviation) as depicted using bar graph in Fig. 9. The reported 
results are the average test accuracies for various methods with their correspond-
ing standard_deviation values with fivefold cross-validation method for student 
dataset. The most perfect values are obtained with higher accuracy values and lower 
standard deviation values. The same is obtained using our proposed model. The 
two-tailed paired t test is applied with 5% significance level. The specificity and the 
sensitivity values are also obtained highest with the proposed model as 95.63% and 
96.74%, respectively. The other models on the same dataset are able to obtain com-
paratively lesser values for these parameters also as is depicted in Fig. 8. complete 
paradigm shift has been observed. The students ranging from class nursery grade to 
higher educational institutions are able to continue their academics without interrup-
tions. This all is because of the e-classroom-based educational system. The students 
shifted completely to the online system of education without latest ICT-based tools 
and technologies. The academia domain has completely drifted to online mode. The 
traditional mode of offline education is not possible during the pandemics. Some of 
the students are able to cope up with the new transformed mode while few are still 
hesitant to adopt the new technology. But e-classroom mode is made compulsory by 
the current educational system. It is the only means to continue education using pan-
demics. It compels students to drift to the new mode even if the young learners are 
not very much comfortable in technical know-how of the new ICT-based tools. They 
are compelled to adopt to new mode of education digitally which is affecting their 

Table 4  Empirical results

Base models Specificity (%) Sensitivity
(%)

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

Accuracy
(%)±SD

F1-score
(%)

Decision Tree 67.87 87.50 84.30 63.50 72.83 ±6.09 77.08
Support
Vector Machine

78.22 87.96 86.13 80.98 83.33 ±4.62 89.49

Random Forest 94.41 95.54 95.07 94.94 95.00 ±1.97 97.40
Proposed model 

(2-step optimiza-
tion)

95.63 96.74 97.77 96.34 98.07 ±0.02 98.43
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Fig. 9  Comparison of accuracy using various models
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health adversely. The novel model which we have proposed using a computationally 
strong XGBoost prediction model is highly accurate and efficient with promising 
values for sensitivity, specificity, F1-score, and various other parameters. Our study 
is not limited to only a particular age group depicting only school goers or college 
goers, rather it is a mix of subjects. Their ages are ranging from a 7-year school 
going kid to a 59-year-old person for whom age is no bar to study out of a group of 
1182 subjects. Thus, there are minimum chances of result biasness. But out majority 
of age group involves teenagers as is evident from Fig. 10.

If we see we can see the whole subject population and check how many of them 
developed health issues during and after the e-classroom education, then from 
Fig. 11, we conclude that more than 13% of the young budding learners (160) are 
affected by remarkable amount of health issue—be it physical or mental. This num-
ber would have been so lesser if offline mode of education is followed.

Further, if we notice from Fig. 12, the changes in body weights of the subjects, 
then around 37% reported increment in weights, which is a huge percentage. This 
data not only reflects the health of these kids, rather it reflects the health status of 
the “future” of any nation. There is only a very small percentage near about 18% 
whose weights are decreased. Around 45% student population is there which does 
not report any change in the body weights. The credit goes mainly to the couch con-
fined kids.

8  Comparison with Other Studies

A comparative analysis of the proposed model with other existing models is made 
using Fig. 13. It can be clearly concluded that the proposed model is highly accurate 
and efficient with enhanced predictive power as compared to the other models. The 
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Fig. 10  Distribution of students’ age groups
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proposed model is highly accurate with 98.07% accuracy level and with 0.02 value 
of standard deviation, which ascertains the acceptability of the proposed model in 
this research work. Three other machine learning models Decision Tree, Support 
Vector Machine, and Random Forest model were also deployed on the same dataset 
and the results are shown in Tables  3, 4 and Fig. 13. We have been able to obtain 
the highest value of the most important parameter accuracy with least value of 
standard deviation using the proposed model as contrary to the other models which 
are generating 72.83% (with 6.09 value of standard_deviation), 83.33% (with 4.62 
value of standard_deviation), and 95% (with 1.97 value of standard_deviation) as 
depicted using bar graph in Fig. 13. The reported results are the average test accura-
cies for various methods with their corresponding standard_deviation values with 
fivefold cross-validation method for student dataset. The most perfect values are 
obtained with higher accuracy values and lower standard deviation values. The same 
is obtained using our proposed model. The two-tailed paired t test is applied with 
5% significance level. The other models on the same dataset are able to obtain com-
paratively lesser values for these parameters also as is depicted in Fig. 13.

As we can conclude from Fig. 13 that if we use other machine models like Ran-
dom Forest, Support vector machine, and Decision tree, then the results obtained 
for various parameters are not so promising. As is clearly evident that the accuracy 
is highest in case of the proposed model. If we use Random Forest, then it is 95% 

Fig. 11  Health issues during lockdown
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which is also a fair value but much lesser than that obtained using the proposed 
model.

The Fig. 14 gives a clear-cut depiction of how the accuracy values are being 
obtained for various models, out of which that one obtained for our proposed 
model is the highest. If we investigate other parameters like specificity, sensitiv-
ity, F1-score after using Random Forest model, then the values are lesser than the 
proposed model. The same concept is also applicable for other machine learning 
models. The precision, recall, and F1-score have attained highest values as com-
pared to other models, which ascertains the high predictive performance of the 
proposed model in this research work. Now, if we concentrate on Fig. 15, then it 
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Fig. 13  Comparative analysis of various models with proposed model
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can be concluded that using a two-step optimization, we are able to obtain signifi-
cantly higher values of accuracy. Since accuracy plays the most important role as 
a parameter, it can be clearly seen from figure that elevated accuracies at the end 
of first step of optimization are elevated further using second step of optimiza-
tion. This is the reason behind proposing such a two-step-based optimization tool.

As is shown in Fig. 16, a comparative analysis of the proposed model is made 
for additional datasets for accuracy score, optimized scores after step 1 and step 
2 of optimizations. Figure 16 shows that the last dataset is the same COVID-19 
dataset which we are using in this research work. Some additional datasets are 
used and are tried to be optimized using the proposed algorithm at two steps. 
These datasets are mentioned in the figure above. As it can be concluded that 
the step 1 is generating better accuracy results which are improvized further at 
step 2 for every dataset. This empirical study also ascertains the overall enhanced 
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predictive accuracies generated using the proposed model. As is indicative from 
Fig. 16 that for every dataset, the accuracies are elevated from step 1 to step 2 of 
the optimization process. The time complexity obtained is also of the order of 
“n”.

9  Conclusion and Future Work

The model proposed in this research work uses advanced and computationally 
strong machine learning algorithm XGBoost to predict the impact of enhanced stu-
dents’ computer interactions on their physical and mental health. There is an inevi-
table need to have such a pioneering tool which can provide an insight to any coun-
try’s policy makers to combat with the above said condition. The work considers a 
humongous dataset with varied age groups of students with more than 10 attributes. 
The proposed model is highly efficient in making predictions with 98.07% accu-
racy level, 0.02 value for standard deviation, and 98.43% F1-score. Strong empirical 
results for other parameters also like specificity (95.63%) and sensitivity (96.74%) 
ascertain the enhanced predictive power generated using the proposed model. The 
time complexity obtained is also of the order of “n”. Till now, none of the research-
ers have proposed any such pioneering tool for parents, doctors, and academicians 
using advanced machine learning algorithms.

In this study, the side effects of e-education, which marked a complete paradigm 
shift in academia during current pandemics, on the physical and mental health of 
students are analyzed in great depth. The students belonged to various age groups 
ranging from a 7-year-old kid to a 59-year-old student who is pursuing education 
with job. It is predicted that the e-education led a great impact on the health of 
students. There are gripped under various types of ailments following compulsory 
e-classroom mode. The bitter fact is that it is the only way through which they can 
continue their education. Without this educational mode, the students will not be 
able cope up with their academic syllabus. This may result in the zero-year policy 
which would be a great loss for the students of any nation. But it has been observed 
that because of the long stretches of sitting for e-classroom education purpose, the 
students are getting so many health ailments. In some of the countries, even the gov-
ernment norms regarding the duration of e-classroom education is also violated. The 
only purpose of the schools, parents, teachers, and various other academic institu-
tions is to help students cater with their educational needs during the pandemics 
when the students are home restricted. But over-burdening the young learners, who 
are the future of any nation which is affecting their health in both physical and men-
tal way, is also not a wise decision. Thus, there is an urge to generate such types of 
methodologies during the future pandemics, which should not re-occur by the grace 
of God, that the students can continue their e-education as well as their health is also 
taken care of. One solution can be to reduce the hours of compulsory e-educational 
mode and introduce certain compulsory physical activities sessions like yoga or 
various other body stretching exercises. Academia should also plan to the duration 
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of such types of activities so that the classroom education is compensated with the 
physical exercise education as well. Otherwise, the healthy future of these young 
learners will be diminished. One limitation of this current research work is we are 
unable to propose any tool which can reduce the physical and mental stress of the 
students during the compulsory e-classroom education during the time of pandem-
ics. Researchers in consultation with the medical practitioners can further work in 
this area and develop such tools which can compensate the long stretches in which 
students are table, chair or couch confined and some compulsory physical education 
sessions like yoga, etc., should be involved with the academic sessions.

To summarize, the main strengths of the proposed model and work are as follows:

1. A novel two-step optimization-based tool to predict the side effects of excessive 
usage of ICTs on students.

2. Highly accurate and efficient two-step-based model optimized model with strong 
empirical support.

3. Usage of a humongous data set to obtain unbiased results.
4. Proposal and usage of an enhanced variant of a highly computationally strong 

machine learning model to obtain highly accurate results by the end of step 1.
5. Proposal and usage of a hybridized bio-inspired optimization algorithm to 

improve the results further by the end of step 2.
6. First work of its type which can act as an insight to deal with future pandemics.
7. Would help countries worldwide to take preventive measures to help us combat 

with the future pandemics.
8. Would act as an insight for the policy makers to define and limit e-education dura-

tion for young blooming kids to maintain a perfect balance between their health 
and education.

As already mentioned above, the proposed model bears certain shortcomings also 
which can be improved in the future and are summarized as follows:

1. Inclusion of additional attributes for the robustness check of the model. Currently, 
we have used only one attribute recursive feature elimination (RFE) for this pur-
pose.

2. We have just been able to propose a tool to predict the aftereffects of compulsory 
e-classroom education during the time of pandemics.

3. But we are unable to propose any tool which can reduce the physical and mental 
stress of the students during the compulsory e-classroom education during the 
time of pandemics.

4. Researchers in consultation with the medical practitioners can further work in this 
area and develop such tools which can compensate the long stretches in which 
students are table, chair or couch confined and some compulsory physical educa-
tion sessions like yoga, etc., should be involved with the academic sessions.
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